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ABSTRACT 
A norm or seminorm on 11 11 on R” is permutation invariant if llPz/l = lllcll 
for all n x n permutation matrices P and for all z E Iw”. We present a systematic 
study of permutation invariant seminorms. Their relations with other types of 
norms on matrices are discussed. In addition, we consider a special class of 
permutation invariant seminorms, the c-radii, defined and denoted by R,(z) = 
max{ lctPzl : P a permutation} for any given c E &!“. It is shown that R, are 
the building blocks of all permutation invariant seminorms. If the entries of c are 
not all equal and their sum is not 0, then R, is a norm on Iw”. For such R,, we 
study their norm properties and characterize their isometry groups. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A norm or seminorm I] . 11 on IWn is permutation invariant (abbreviated 
to p.i.) if ]]Pz]] = ]]z]] for all permutation matrices P and for all z E Rn. 
For example, for any p > 1, the &, norm defined by ]](~i,. . . ,z~)~I(~ = 
{E;, 1 14*)1’* is a pi. norm. Another example of pi. seminorms is the 
c-radius defined and denoted by R,(z) = max{)ctPs] : P E R,}, where R, 
is the group of n x n permutation matrices, for any given nonzero c E R”. 
As can be seen in later sections (cf. Proposition 4.2), this type of pi. 
seminorms are the building blocks of p.i. seminorms, and they are very 
useful in studying the general properties of p.i. seminorms. 
The concept of pi. norms can be regarded as a particular instance of 
G-invariant norms (see [12]), and it plays an important role in the study of 
unitary (orthogonal) similarity invariant norms on H, (Sn) (see [8]), the 
real linear space of n x n complex hermitian (real symmetric) matrices. 
In fact, many results on p.i. norms have been proved or implied in the 
literature of unitary (orthogonal) similarity invariant norms on H, (Sn). 
However, it seems that there has been no systematic study of pi. norms. 
The purpose of this paper is to fill this gap. In particular, we shall restate or 
point out some of the results that are contained or implied in the literature, 
and we shall prove some new results on the subject. We first consider some 
basic properties of pi. seminorms in Section 2. Their relations with unitary 
(orthogonal) similarity invariant norms are discussed in Section 3. The 
norm properties of R, are studied in Section 4. In Section 5, we consider 
some special classes of p.i. norms. Inequalities involving p.i. norms are 
studied in Section 6, and an approximation problem is considered in Section 
7. In Section 8, we determine all possible isometry groups of R, when it is 
a norm. 
In our discussion we shall use {ei, . . . , e,} to denote the standard basis 
of Wn and let e = En= i ei. The integral part of r E Iw is denoted by [r]. 
Given z E W”, z~ (respectively zt) denotes the vector obtained from z 
by permuting its entries so that the resulting vector has entries arranged 
in descending (respectively ascending) order. The n x n identity matrix is 
denoted by 1, or simply I; the n x n matrix with all entries equal to 1 is 
denoted by J, or simply J. 
2. SCHUR CONVEXITY 
Suppose x, y E Rn. We say that y majorizes x (denoted by x 4 y) if 
the sum of the largest k entries of y is not less than the sum of the largest 
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Ic entries of z for k = 1, . . . , n, with equality when k = n. A function 
f: IP + lR is Schur convex if f(x) 5 f(y) whenever 2 4 y. For the 
definitions and properties related to majorization and Schur convexity we 
refer the readers to [13]. We have the following result. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. A seminorm 11 ]] on IP is permutation invariant if 
and only if it is Schur convex. 
Proof. Let ]I. II b e a norm on R”. Suppose it is permutation invariant. 
If 2, y E R” are such that z -X y, then (e.g. see [13, p. 22; 41) there exists a 
doubly stochastic matrix D such that x = Dy. By Birhkoff’s theorem (e.g. 
see [13, pp. 34-38]), D is a convex combination of permutation matrices, 
say D = C A$,. It follows that 
Thus ]I . 1) is Schur convex. 
Conversely, if ]I . /) ’ S h is c ur convex, then for any x E Rn and P E R,, 
we have 2 -X PZ and PZ < 2, and thus ]]z]] = ]]Pz]]. Hence (( I( is p.i. ??
By Proposition 2.1, we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.2. If x,y E JR” are such that x 4 y, then ~~z~~ 5 llyll for 
all p.i. norms (I . (I. 
Notice that the converse of Corollary 2.2 may not hold. Specializing 
Theorem 3.4 in [la] to p.i. seminorms, we have the following proposition 
that determines the conditions on 5 and y such that ]]z]] I ]]y)] for all pi. 
seminorms ]I . (I. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Suppose z,y E IL!?. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(a) [lx]] 5 ]]y]] for all pi. seminorms 1) . Il. 
(b) IlzlI 2 llyll for all pi. norms II . 11. 
(c) n: E conv{+Py: P E R,}. 
(d) z=tu+(l-t) u f or some t E [0, 11, u, u E KY such that u + y and 
IJ i -y. 
Consequently, ~~x~~ = ((~11 for all pi. seminorms 
I( . II if and only if x = fPy for some P E R,. 
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3. UNITARY (ORTHOGONAL) SIMILARITY INVARIANT NORM 
By Theorem 4.1 in [8], a norm N on H, is unitary similarity invariant 
if tnere is a Schur convex norm (( )( on Iw” such that N(A) = IlX(A)II for 
all matrices A, where X(A) is a vector of eigenvalues of A. As pointed 
out in that paper, the result actually holds for orthogonal similarity in- 
variant norms on S,. Using this fact and Proposition 2.1, we have the 
following result. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. A norm N on H, (Sn) is unitary (orthogonal) Sim- 
ilarity invariant if and only if there exrts a p.i. norm 11 . ]] on Rn such that 
N(A) = lIX(A)lI f or a 11 matrices A, where X(A) is a vector of eigenvalues 
ofA. 
By Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 2.2, one easily deduces the following 
proposition (cf. [8, Theorem 2.2; 12, Theorem 3.41). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let A, B E H,(S,). The following are equivalent: 
(a) N(A) 5 N(B) f or all unitary (orthogonal) similarity invariant 
norms N. 
(b) A E conv{fUBU*: UU’ = I}. 
(c) A = tC + (n - t)D with t E [0, 11, and C, D E Hn(Sn) such that 
X(C) -X X(B) and X(C) < X(-B). 
Consequently, N(A) = N(B) f or all unitary (orthogonal) similarity invari- 
ant norms N if and only if B = ~zI_JAU* for some unitary (orthogonal) U. 
It is easy to check that Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 are also valid for semi- 
norms. 
4. NORM PROPERTIES OF R, 
In this section, we specialize the general theory of G-invariant norms 
and G(c)-radii to p.i. norms and c-radii. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose c E R”. Then R, is a seminorm. It is a 
norm if and only if the entries of c are not all equal and their sum is 
not zero. 
Proof. It is easy to show that R, is a seminorm. By Theorem 3.1 in 
[12], R, is a norm if and only if the set O(c) = {PC: P E 0,) spans Wn. If 
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c = Xe, then clearly the span of O(c) is not IV. If the sum of the entries of 
c is zero, then all vectors in the span of O(c) have sum of entries equal to 
zero. Thus R, is not a norm. If neither of these situations holds, we can 
assumec= (cl,... , c,)~ such that cl # cs. We can find P E R, such that 
pc = (cZ,cl,cQ,. . . , c,)~. Thus ei - e2 = (c - Pc)/(q - ca) belongs to the 
span of e)(c). It follows that ei - ej, j = 2,. . , n, are all in the span of 
O(c) and hence e J_ is a subspace of the span of O(c). Finally, since c $ el 
and c E O(c), the span of Q(c) equals Iw”. ??
Specializing Theorem 3.3 in [12] to p.i. norms, we have the following re- 
sult. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Suppose /) . /I is a p.i. seminorm. Then there is a 
set C C W, depending on 1) I(, such that for any x E R” 
llxl/ = max {R,(z): c E C}. 
By Proposition 4.2, we see that the c-radii can be regarded as the build- 
ing blocks of p.i. seminorms, and in some sense, they are the simplest type 
of pi. seminorms. It would be nice to have an efficient way to check 
whether a given p.i. seminorm is a c-radius. 
Recall that given a norm 11 . )/ on IW, the unit norm ball is the set 
D = {X E Iw”: llZ\j 5 l}, and the dual norm of /I ’ 11 is defined by 111cII* = 
max{z$: y E B}. It is easy to check that the dual norm of (1 . I(* is (( . 11. 
By the well-known Krein-Milman theorem, B = convE, where E is the set 
of extreme points of B. Similarly, one can consider the unit norm ball B* 
of the dual norm and the corresponding set E’ of extreme points. If /I. (( is 
a norm, the set C in Proposition 4.2 can actually be chosen to be &*. 
As can be seen in the next few sections, in studying problems involving 
a norm, it is very helpful if the structures of 23, B* and their extreme points 
are known. The structures of the extreme points of I3 and B* for R, are 
determined in the following results. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let c be given such that R, is a norm. Then 
E* ={ *Pc:PER,}, a* = {tz + (1 - t)y: t E [O, 11, Z 4 c, y + -c}. 
Proof. Let O(c) = {kPc:P E 0,). Then R,(z) = max{ytz: y E 
O(c)}. As R,(z) = max{ytrc: y E I*}, we see that &* & O(c). It is clear 
that O(c) G B’. Moreover, since O(c) C {X E IW”:xtx = ctc}, which is 
strictly convex, none of the vectors in O(c) can be written as a convex 
combination of the other vectors in the set. Thus O(c) c E*. 
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The characterization of f?* follows from the equivalence of (b) and (c) 
in Proposition 2.2. ??
The determination of & for a given R, is more complicated. We need 
the following notation to describe the result. Let c = (cl, . . . , G)~ be given 
such that R, is a norm. Suppose the entries of c are arranged in descending 
order. For every 1 I t < n, let it = alCfZ1ei + Ptxn=t+lei such 
that atCfG1ci +PtCy=,+lci = --~t~~=,_~+~ci - Pt~~r~ci = 1. 
Furthermore, set ~0 = e/ C ci. We have the following result. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let c = (cl,. ,c,)~ be given such that R, is a 
nom. Suppose cl = ... = cp > c,+l 2 ... 2 CnrCl 1 ‘.. L Cnmq > 
C&-,+1 = ... = c,, and k = min{p, q}. Then 
& = Do u Dl u z&+1 u . u q,/q with Vt = {*Pzt: P E R,}, 
and B is the collection of z E Iw such that max {?zJ, -C~XT} 5 1. 
Proof. The proof of the assertion on extreme points is similar to that of 
Theorem 2.5 in [7]. The last statement follows from the fact that R,(z) = 
max {c”x~, -ctXcf} if c = cl (see [7, Lemma 2.11). ??
5. SPECIAL CLASSES OF P.I. NORMS 
PROPOSITION 5.1. A p.i. norm \I . 11 on 1w” is induced by an inner 
product if and only if there exists S = al + /3J with Q, p > 0 such that 
11511 = (x~SZ)~/’ for all 5 E EF. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.2 in [8] (see also [9]). 
A norm (1 . (/ is absolute if \I(x~, . . . ,z~)~II = /1(1x1(, . . . , Ic~~l)~jl for all 
2 = (~1,. . ,x,)~. An absolute pi. norm is called symmetric gauge func- 
tion. The theory of symmetric functions has been well developed and has 
applications to the study of norms on matrices (e.g., see [5, Chapter 51, 
[13, Chapter lo], and [14]). By Proposition 4.2, every symmetric gauge 
function 11 . (1 can be represented as 
(Iz(I = max{R,(z): c E I*}, 
where &* is the set of extreme points of the unit norm ball of the dual 
norm of II . (I. H owever, not many R, can be symmetric gauge functions, as 
shown in the following result. 
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PROPOSITION 5.2. A c-radius is a symmetric gauge function if and only 
if c is a nonzero multiple of e, for some i. 
Proof If c is a nonzero multiple of ei for some i, then R, is just a mul- 
tiple of the C, norm and hence is a symmetric gauge function. Conversely, 
if c has at least two nonzero entries, then we can let ? be obtained from c 
by multiplying some of the nonzero entries of c by -1 so that 0 # fPc for 
any P E R,. It will then follow that R,(c) = ctc > IttPcj for any P E R, 
by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Hence R,(c) > R,(e), and R, is not a 
symmetric gauge function. ??
Let x o y denote the Schur (entrywise) product of the vectors x and y in 
IR”. A norm (] . II on R” is Schur submultiplicative if ]]x o y]] I ]]x]] . ]]y]] for 
all x, y E R”. The theory of Schur submultiplicative p.i. norms is useful 
in the study of the submultiplicative properties of norms on H, (Sn) that 
are invariant under unitary (orthogonal) similarity (e.g., see [S]). Checking 
whether a given p.i. norm on R” is Schur submultiplicative seems to be 
an interesting but difficult problem. In connection with this, we have the 
following necessary condition. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Suppose 11. I] as a Schur submultiplicative p.i. norm 
on IV. Then IIxlI 2 1 f orUllX=Cr=,ei-Cg=,ek+j, l<r+s<n. 
ProoJ Observe that if x is of the described form, then x = z o x o x 
and hence ]]x]] 5 ]]x]]~. The result follows. W 
Notice that the converse of Proposition 5.3 is not true. For example, 
let ]]x]] = max{]]x]loo, I CxiI}. Then ]]x]] 2 1 for all those x described 
in the proposition. However, if x = 2 Et= i e, - e with t = [(n + 1)/2], 
then 113: 0 x]] = n > 1 = ]]x(]‘. 
The following proposition can be easily verified. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let 11. (/ be a p.i. norm on Wn, and let & be the set of 
extreme points of the unit ball of II . II. Th en VII. II is Schur submultiplicative 
with u E R if and only if 
Y 2 UO:= max{]] xoy]]:x,yEE}. 
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6. BEST CONSTANTS 
Given two norms I( .I] and ( . ( on R”, it is of interest to know the largest 
cx and smallest ,f3 such that 
44 I 1141 I Plzl forall zEWn. 
Furthermore, if I . I is Schur submultiplicative, then VII . II is also Schur 
submultiplicative if v 2 p/(-r2. 
In the following, we study the best constants cx and p involving pi. 
norms and the Qnorm. Notice that the dual norm of &-norm is the L’,- 
norm with l/p+ l/q = 1. Given a p.i. norm N, we shall use N* to denote 
its dual norm, and & (respectively E*) to denote the set of extreme points 
of the norm ball of N (respectively N*). 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let N be a pi. norm on IF?. Then 
cv = min{N(z): llzllP = 1) = min{N(~)lll~llp:~/N(~) E E) 
1 1 
= max{N*(z): llzllq = 1) = rnax{~~z~~,:~ E E}’ 
/3 = max{N(z): I[z((~ = 1) = max{l~z~~4:II: E E*} 
1 1 
= min{N*(z): llzllg = 1) = min{N*(z)/llzll~: z/N*(z) E E*} 
are the best constants such that 
QI(zII~ 5 N(z) 5 PII+ forall zElIP. 
Pmof It is clear from the definition that cr = min{N(z): IIz(lP = 1) 
and /3 = max{N(a): JIzllP = 1). Observe that 
a-lIIzllg > N*(z) 2 P-11b1l~ forall zEW. 
We see that LU = l/max{N*(z): IIzl14 = 1) and ,f3 = l/min{N*(z): ~~z~~4 = 
1). Finally, notice that 
VYI 5 II4lPllYIIf? for all x,y CR”, 
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and hence 
max{N*(z): j/zr:llq = 1) = max{l&l:N(y) 5 1, l/41q = 11 
= max{lztyl: y E 8, jjzljq = 1) = max{))y()p: y E E}. 
Clearly, 
1 . 
{ 
N(z) 5 E E 
max{Ilzrjlp: 5 E E} = mm lzllp’ N(z) I ’ 
Similarly, we can prove the two other representations of 0. ??
In the following, we show that if the structure of the extreme points of 
the unit balls of N, N*, II . lip, or 11 . /Ip is simple, one can easily determine 
the values cr and ,8. 
COROLLARY 6.2. Let N be a p.i. no7m on W”, and suppose (Y and ,B 
are the best constants such that 
(YI~~II~ 5 N(z) I PIbli~ forall zEWn. 
(a) Ifp = 1 then P = N(el) and 
(b) Ifp = 2 then 
,B = max { JIz/Jz: z E E*} and 
1 
cy = 
max { ((z([z: 3: E E) ’ 
(c) i’fp = 00 then 
and 
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Proof. (a): Notice that if p = 1 then & = {&ei: 1 5 i 5 n}. By 
Proposition 6.1, p = N(ei). Suppose x = (xi,. . ,z,)~ is such that xi 2 
... >_ Xk 2 0 > xkfl 2 ... > x,, ]]x]]i = 1, and cv = N(x). we may 
assume k 5 n/2; otherwise consider -x instead of x. Let h = p Cf= i ei + 
“~;=k+leiwith~=(~k=lxi)/kandv= (~~=“=,+,x:i)/(n-k). One 
easily checks that ((x((i = (1x1( = 1. S ince x 4 x, by Corollary 2.2 we have 
N(x) 5 N(x). Thus the assertion on (Y follows. 
(b): The assertions follow readily from Proposition 6.1. 
(c): Notice that if p = KI then E = { Cy= r &ei}. By Proposition 
6.1, the conclusion on ,8 easily follows. Suppose x = (xl,. . , z,)~ is such 
that x = xi, 1 = ](x]loo = xi, and (Y = N(x). Let x = (1 + v)ei - ye 
with v = ( Cnz2 x:i)/(n - 1). One easily checks that ]]x]]oo = 1 and 
N(x) 5 N(x). Thus the assertion on Q follows. ??
COROLLARY 6.3. Let c E Iw” be such that c = cl and R, is a norm. 
Suppose QI and p are the best constants such that 
+llp 5 R,(x) i Pllxb forall xEWn, 
and suppose xl,. . . , qn+l)p are defined as in Proposition 4.4. 
(a) VP = 1 then /3 = max{ci,-h} and Q = min{l/]]x,]]i : I 2 r 5 
n/2); 
(b) ifp = 2 then ,B = II II c 2 and QI = min{l/]]x,](2 : 15 T 5 n/2}; 
(c) ifp = 00 then P = c Ici( and Q = min{l\r(e), N(xi)/]]~i]]~}. 
7. APPROXIMATION PROBLEMS 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let x, y E Iw”. Then for any p.i. norm (1 . 11, 
IIXCI - ~111 L llJ=z - QYII 5 11x1 - YT II forany P,QES~,. 
Proof. By the fact (e.g., see [13, p. 1401) that 
for any x,y E IF?’ and any P,Q E R,, and by Corollary 2.2. 
Let O[x] = {Px: P E 02,}. Then the above result tells us how to 
compute the maximum and minimum of ((x-z]] with z E O[y]. A variation 
of the problem is to find the maximum and minimum of ]lx - z]] with 
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z E K[y], the convex hull of O[y]. Clearly, the maximum J]z -z]] will occur 
at an extreme point of K[y] and hence at a point of G(y]. However, finding 
the minimum is not so easy. A careful study of the proof of the result in [lo] 
gives us the next proposition. Notice that a similar result on symmetric 
gauge functions can be found in [2]. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Let z,y E Iw” be such that x $4 K[y] := conv{Py : 
P E Cl,}. Suppose w is obtained by the following algorithm: 
Step 1. Set w = xl - ~1. 
Step 2. If w = 2~1, then stop. Otherwise go to Step 3. 
Step 3. Let 1 < k < e < n be such that 
‘tul > ... > t”k_1 < wk = .” =t”e # we+l, 
and let j be the smallest integer such that wj = w&l. 
For i = j, . , e, replace w, by the average of wj, . . , we, i.e., 
( CzTj w,)/(C - j + 1). Go to step 2. 
If P E 12, satisfies Px = xl, then yo = x - Ptw E K[y] satisfies 
lb-Yell I lb--II for all z E K[y]. 
8. ISOMETRY PROBLEMS 
PROPOSITION 8.1. Suppose G is isomety group of a p.i. norm. Then 
there exists S = al + PJ such that SIGS is a subgroup of O(n). 
Proof. By the result of Auerbach (e.g., see [3]) there is a nonsingular 
R such that R-IGR is a subgroup of O(n). Thus I = R-‘AR(R-lAR)t = 
R-lARRtAt(R-l)t and h ence RRt = ARRtAt for all A E G. Since R, is a 
subgroup of G, it follows that RRtP = PRRt for all P E R,. We conclude 
that RRt is of the form ~1 + vJ (cf. [8, Theorem 4.2; 11, Theorem 11). 
Hence R is of the form (cJ+ pJ)U for some U E O(n). Let S = RUt = 
CYI + ,BJ. Then S-iGS C O(n). W 
In the rest of this section, we determine all possible isometry groups of 
R, if it is a norm. Given a norm ]I . 11 on IWn, its dual norm is denoted by 
]/ /I*; the set of extreme points of the unit ball of ]I 11 (respectively ]I iI*) 
is denoted by & (respectively I*). First, we state the following fact about 
the isometries of a norm. 
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FACT 8.2. Let jl . 11 b e a norm on ll%“. Suppose A E Wnxn. The 
following are equivalent: 
(a) [[Ax/l = 11x11 for all x E IK”. 
(b) IIAtxII* = 11x1(* for all x E KY. 
(c) A(E) = E. 
(d) At(&*) = E’. 
An n x n matrix is a generalized permutation matrix if it is a product of 
a diagonal orthogonal matrix and a permutation matrix. Notice that the 
collection of n x n generalized permutation matrices forms a group that 
contains 0,. 
LEMMA 8.3. Denote by Rk the c-radius when c = c,“= 1 ei. 
(a) Then G is the isometry group of Rk if and only if SWIGS is the 
isometry group of I&, _ k with S = J/k - I. 
(b) If 1 5 k 5 n/2, and if G is the isometry group of Rk, then 
(i) G is the group of generalized permutation matrices if k = 1; 
(ii) G = (+fl,,B) with 
B= 
0 
In-1 - &J,_l ! 
0 
n-3 n-3 
n-l”‘_ n-1 1 
if k = (n - 1)/2; 
(iii) G = (&tn,, 1- (2/n) J) if k = n/2; 
(iv) G = f-on if 1 < k < (n - 1)/2. 
Proof. (a): Let El be the set of extreme points of the unit ball of the 
dual norm of &. Then &i = { f P c,“= 1 ei : P E a,} by Proposition 4.3. 
By Fact 8.2, A E G if and only if At maps El onto itself. Likewise, a is an 
isometry of R, _ k if and only if a maps &G _ k onto itself. Let S = J/k - I. 
Observe that for P E S,, S maps the vector P cf= 1 ei to P cy= k + 1 ei, 
and S-l maps the vector P xnllk e, to P cy= n _ k + 1 ei. Hence, we have 
that SE,* = &G_k, and At maps &; onto itself if and only if SAtS-’ maps 
I* n _ k onto itself. The desired conclusion follows. 
(b): Let 1 5 k 5 n/2. Suppose q, D t, and & are defined as in Proposi- 
tion 4.4 with c = C,“= i e,. 
(b)(i): Let k = 1. By Fact 8.2, A E G if and only if At maps the 
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set E* = {fPei: P E a,} onto itself. As a result, At[el 1 . . . 1 e,] = 
[fei, ( ... ) ~ei,],where)il,...,i,)’ IS a p ermutation of (1, . . , n). Thus A 
is a generalized permutation matrix. Clearly, every generalized permuta- 
tion matrix maps E’ onto itself. It follows that G is the group of generalized 
permutation matrices. 
(b)(ii): Let k = (n - 1)/2. Then the set of extreme points of the unit norm 
ball of Rk is given by E = Da U DI. Let A be an isometry of Rk; then 
A(E) = E. Either A(Z&) = Do or A(?&) 2 Dl. 
Suppose that A(‘&) = DO. Then A(Dl) = VI. We may fur- 
ther assume that Ax0 = x0 and hence Ae = e; otherwise we consider 
-A. For any P E Cl,, we assert that APxl = &xl for some Q E 52,. 
To prove our assertion, let R = El2 + E23 + ... + E,_l,, + E,l and 
~1 = etzi > 0. Then etA( C;z,‘RJPxl) = etA(pe) = et&e) = np. Since 
etA(RjPxl) = x+, it follows that etA(R3Px1) = p for all j, and hence 
A(R’Pxl) = A(Px1) = &xl for some Q E R,. Now let Y = [pi ( . I yn] 
be the nonsingular circulant matrix whose first column is xi. We have that 
AY = [yi, ( . . / yi,,] = YP, where (ii,. . . , in) is a permutation of (1,. . . , n) 
and P is the corresponding permutation matrix. Notice that Y = pI + uJ 
for some p, u E lR and hence it commutes with P. Thus AY = PY, and 
we conclude that A = P E R,. 
If A(Z&) 2 Dl, consider B as defined in (b)(ii). Then, Bt(E*) = E’, 
so that B E G; moreover, B(Do) C Dl. Now, for a suitable choice of 
P E M,, we have that BPA(Do) = DO and BPA(D1) = D,. By our 
argument above, this implies that BPA E M,, and thus A E (&, B). We 
conclude that G C (*R,, B). One easily checks the reverse inclusion and 
gets the conclusion. 
(b)(iii): Let k = n/2; we have that & = Dc U Dl. Let A E G. We claim 
that A(Do) = V 0 and A(Dl) = Dl. By Proposition 8.1, there exists an 
invertible 5’ = cr1+ PJ such that a = SAS-’ is orthogonal; a(X) = SI. 
Notice that 2 E SE satisfies (z, y) =AO for 272 different y E SE if and only 
if x E S’Dc. If x E 530, then y = Ax satisfies (y, Z) = 0 for 2n different 
z E SE. Thus y E SDs. It follows that ASxc E SDc, and thus A(Do) = D)o. 
So A(Dl) = 271; we further claim that if AXI = x1, then for any 
p (5 %, APxl = &xl for some Q E 0,. Suppose it is not true, and 
there exist P, Q E R, such that APxl = -&xl. Since RS = SR for all 
R E Cl,, we have APSxl = -QSxl and hence 
(Sxi, SPxl) = (Sxl, PSxl) = (&x,,APSx1) = (Sxl, -SQzl). (*) 
Let StS = al + bJ. Since neither P nor Q can be the identity matrix, 
the difference of the left side and right side of (*) equals 2(2/n)2( -an) = 
-8afn. Since SSt is nonsingular, a # 0 and hence -8a/n # 0, which is a 
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contradiction. Thus our claim is proved. 
Suppose Aq = q; otherwise consider f RA instead of A for some 
R E s1,. Let Y = [yi ( . . * 1 gn] be the circulant matrix whose first column 
is 21. We have that AY = [yi, ( . . ] yi,.] = YP, where (ii,. . . , in) is a 
permutation of (1,. . . , n) and P is the corresponding permutation matrix. 
Notice that Y = PI + vJ for some p, u E R and hence it commutes with P. 
Thus we have PtAx = x for all x E Dr. Since the rank of Y is n-l, we need 
to know the image of PtAxo to determine PtA. In fact, if PtAso = ~0, then 
PtA = I and hence A = P. Suppose Ax0 = -x0. Consider C = I - 2J/n. 
Then C = Ct = C-’ satisfies Cxc = -xc and Cx = x for all x E Dr. It 
follows that C E G. Moreover, we have PtACx = x for all x E 230 U ?31, 
and hence A = PC. Thus G G (*In,, I - 2J/n). One easily checks the 
reverse inclusion and gets the conclusion. 
(b)(iv): Suppose 1 < k < (n - 1)/2. Then E = Da U2!7, U (Undo+, 27,)) 
where x0 = e/lc,xi = (21cer -e)//c, x, = (C;=r ej -C,“=.+, ej)//q E* = 
{&P Es= 1 ej: P E R,}. Let A E G. 
We claim that A(Do) = 270. Assume Ax0 E 23,. for some r # 0. First 
consider the case when r > k + 1. Since At (&*) = E*, 
{ztk} = x6(&*) = x;(At(&*)) = (Ax&E*) = x;(E*) = {xcfy : y E “*}. 
Since the set {xty: y E &*} cannot be a pair if r > k + 1, we have a 
contradiction. Next assume that r = 1. There exists a nonsingular S = 
aI + /?J such that a = SAS;l is orthogonal; we have that a(S&) = SE, 
and by our assumption, that A(Sxo) = SPxl for some P E fR,. Observe 
that, since A is orthogonal, a is an isometry of the ez-norm ]( . ((2, so 
that ll5’~0ll2 = IISxlll2. W e now must have that a(SDi) G Da U ‘Dl, for 
if APxl = Qx, for some P, Q E hi& and r 2 k + 1, this would imply 
that IISx0ll2 = IISXIIIZ = IIS x 2, which cannot happen for a nonsingular J 
S = aI+/3J if 1 < k < (n-1)/2. Hence, we conclude that a(SDc U SDr) = 
Sz)a U SVr. Notice that x E 530 U SD1 is such that xt(SDc U SDr) has 
four distinct elements if and only if x E S(Da). But then 
(Sxo)t(Svo u SVl) = (Sx&qSVo u SVl) 
= (Asxo)“(sa, u SV1) = (SPxl)t(SDo u SDD1) 
implies that SPxl E S(2),-,), which is a contradiction. As a result, we 
have A(Do) = DO. 
Assume now that Ax0 = x0; if not, consider -A. We assert that 
A(DD1) = DD1. Assume AXI = x, for some r > k. We recall that At(&*) = 
&*; moreover, since Ax0 = 50, if y E ET = {Pc,“=1 ej : P E a,}, then 
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xhAty = (Ax~)~y = xky. It follows that At(E;) = 8;. Consider 
{fk} = x;(E;) = x;(At(E;)) = (Ax&E;) = x;(E;). 
Since xk(&;) cannot be a pair, we have a contradiction. Hence, we have that 
A(D1) = D1, and one can show that G = fR, as in (b)(ii) when ADo = De. 
??
THEOREM 8.4. Let c = (cl,. . . ,c,)~ E R” with entries arranged in de- 
scending order be such that R, is a norm. Suppose G is the isometry group 
of R,. Then one of the following holds: 
(i) There exists S of the form al + PJ such that SC = el and SmlGS 
is the group of generalized permutation matrices; 
(ii) n is odd, and there exists S of the form CYI + /?J such that SC = 
C(z-11)‘2 ei and SvlGS = (Ml,, B), where B is defined as in Lemma 
8.;(b)(ii); 
(iii) c~+c~_~+I areallequalfori= l,...,n, andG= (M,,I-2/nJ); 
(iv) c does not satisfy conditions (i)-(iii), and G = M2,. 
Proof Suppose that c has only two distinct entries. Then there exists 
an S = al + PJ such that SC = Cs=i ej. Thus, one can apply (8.3) to 
obtain conclusion (i), (ii), ( iii , or (iv) according to the value of k. ) 
Now suppose that c has at least three distinct entries. We claim that 
Axe = x0. We observe that if { f Cci} = xk(E*) = xk(At(E*)) = 
(Axo)“(&*) = xF(&*) for some r # 0 then xF(E*) can only be the pair 
{ * C ci}. Since c has at least three distinct entries, we can arrange the 
entries of c so that cl > cg > cs are distinct; let R E !&, be such that 
Rx, = (&P,P,Y~,... ,yn)t with X # ~1. Then consider the following ele- 
ments of xt(E*): 
ClX + cz/.J + C3P + 7, ClP + c2x + c3.u + 7, c1p + c2p + c3x + 7, 
where 7 = C,“=, cjyj. One easily checks that under our assumption on 
cl, ~2, ca and A, CL, it is impossible to have all the above elements equal 
to fCCi. 
Now we assume that c has r distinct entries gi > . . > gr with T 2 3, 
and that Axe = x0 (if Axe = -x0, consider -A). Let c = cl = (cl,. . . , G)~ 
be such that ki entries of c equal gi for i = 1,. . . ,T. We claim that AxI = 
I+1 for some P E 0,. Suppose it is not true. Let xi = (a, b,. . . , b)t 
and AxI = x8 = (p, . . . ,p,q, . . . , q)t with s # 1. Since Axe = x0, if 
YEE;={PC:=,ej : P E s1,}, then xkAty = (Ax~)~y = xby. It follows 
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that At(&;) = &_T, and hence 
{@c : p E 0,) = xt,(&f) = z;(At(&;)) = (Aq)l(&;) 
= z;(q) = {z;Pc : P E 0,). 
The set on the left side has exactly r distinct values, namely, by + (o - b)gj, 
j = 1, . ..) r, where y is the sum of the entries of c. The set on the right 
side consists of elements of the form 
r+(P-4m (**) 
where p is the sum of s entries of c. We assert that if there are only r distinct 
numbers of the form (**), then c = p(ei - e,) + ve for some p, v E Iw. 
To prove our claim, we first choose /3 to be @c = C,“= i ci. Suppose 
cs=gu. ThenchoosePtobe,Bj=C~~~ci+g,+j,forj=l,...,r-u. 
Then we obtain r - u + 1 different values of p. Next we choose p to be 
t% = C;E=n_s+l ct. Suppose c,_,+i = gV. Since s 5 n/2, we have 
gv I gu. Nowchooseptobepi =gj+c+_,+z+...+c,forj = 
1 . . 1 v - 1. Then we obtain 21 different values of p. The total number of 
different p we have now is at least r. It equals r if and only if u = u and 
cl+~~~+c,_i+g,=gi+c,_,+~+~~~+c,. Sinceci=gi, c,=g,,and 
~,>c,_,+iforl<i<n,theequalityC~=:ck+g,=gl+C;=,_,+~c~ 
implies that c2 = . = c,_l. Thus we conclude that c = (gi, g2,. . . ,g2, gs). 
Since there are only r = 3 distinct values of the form (**), we conclude that 
g1 + gs = 2g2, and hence c = p(ei - e,) + ye for some II, v E Iw as asserted. 
If c = p(ei - e,) + ve, one easily checks that zt*= (np)-l (n Cl= 1 
ei - te) for all t. We consider the orthogonal matrix A = SALT1 for some 
nonsingular S = al + ,l?J. If x E Dl and Ax = y E Ds, then ~SX = Sy. it 
follows that 
Hence s = 1, which is a contradiction. Thus we conclude that A(Dl) = Dl. 
Now we have A(Vo) = Do, A(Vl) = V1. We may argue in a way 
analogous to Lemma 8.3(b)(ii) that there exists a P E fS2, such that 
PAX = x for all x E Di and conclude that G = ztR, or G = (M,, D) with 
D = I - 2 J/n. In the latter case, we show that c must satisfy ci + k-i+1 = 
2 C ci/n for all 1 5 i < n. 
Recall that the elements of c are listed in descending order. Then, since 
Dxo = -x0, we have that Dt = D maps the set E; = {PC : P E Cl,} 
onto {-PC : P E 0,). Consider -DC = -c + (2 C ci/n)e = PC for some 
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P E 0,. In particular, we arrange the elements of -DC in descending order 
and arrive at the conclusion that c = -(cn, . . , ~1)~ + (2 C c,/n)e. Hence, 
we may conclude that c, + cn _ i + 1 = 2 C ci/n for all 1 < i 2 n. ??
It is interesting to note that all the groups described in Theorem 8.4 
are finite reflection groups (see e.g. [l] for the definition and properties). 
Nevertheless, it seems that there is no easy way to deduce our result from 
the theory of finite reflection groups. In fact, if such a proof were found, one 
might be able to extend the techniques to determine the isometry groups 
of arbitrary permutation invariant norms. 
Notes added in proof: The isometry groups of arbitrary permutation 
invariant norms have been completely determined by W. Whitney and the 
first author in a forthcoming paper. 
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